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SESSION-2017-2020 

+3 1ST YEAR SCIENCE, 1ST SEMESTER 

MATHEMATICS (HONOURS) 

SL.
NO 

NAME OF THE STUDENTS GE
N
DE
R 

STUDENT 
I.D. NO. 

Email I.D. Adhar I.D. No. CONTACT 
NO. 

1 ADITYA PRADHAN M BS17-17 Pradhan.aditya06@gmail.com 3125 7658 2321 8249293213 

2 ANSUMAAN ROUT M BS17-31    

3 JAYASHREE BEHERA F BS17-54 Jayashree.behera20@gmail.com 3862 3572 0615 8658686336 

4 RAJESH KUMAR BEHERA M BS17-57    

5 SIMANTA ROUT M BS17-90 Simantarout5@gmail.com 3302 1828 8061 8117937147 

6 SATYAJIT BEHERA M BS17-95 Sipusatya99@gmail.com 5825 8304 4126 7540870864 

7 PADMANAVA OJHA M BS17-100    

8 CHINMAYEE PRADHAN F BS17-103 pradhanchinmayee@gmail.com 3753 3746 0545 8917589441 

9 AMAN PRADHAN M BS17-105   9583170335 

10 PRAGNYA PARNA BEHERA F BS17-107 Pragnya034@gmail.com 2689 4562 2781 9337295608 

11 SUDHANSU SEKHAR BARIK M BS17-114 Sudhansusekharbarik750@gmail.com 5423 3990 2382 9178195468 

12 BHABANI SANKAR SAHOO M BS17-122 Bhabanirainadj03@gmail.com 3268 4734 5772 7381891666 

13 ASUTOSH SAHOO M BS17-128    

14 TANMAYA PRADHAN M BS17-130 Tanmayapradhan88@gmail.com 4302 1173 5215 8596844533 

15 DHARMENDRA MOHARANA M BS17-131    

16 ABHISEHEK DEY M BS17-136 adeyabhishek@gmail.com 5860 6905 9885 9437936550 

17 BIMAL KUMAR BARIK M BS17-137 bimalbhaijan@gmail.com 9201 2269 8290 7327954113 

18 SP SOVAN KRISHNA M BS17-140 spsovank@gmail.com 6615 3360 3337 9583314352 

19 SOUMYA RANJAN ROUT M BS17-142 routsoumyaranjan61@gmail.com 8389 4116 9623 7681088487 

20 JAGANNATH MOHANTA M BS17-144 jagannathmohanta1999@gmail.com 9770 7728 3904 9776549345 

21 ABINASH PADHI M BS17-145 abinashpadhi85@gmail.com 8352 6184 1747 9078580691 

22 SUJIT KUMAR SATAPATHY M BS17-148    

23 GAYATRI LAXMIPRIYA PATRA F BS17-154 gayatripatra2000@gmail.com 2541 4413 8869 7790009006 

24 SMRUTIREKHA PANDA F BS17-155 smrutirekhapanda00@gmail.com 3189 3200 6655 9658773901 

25 CHANDAN JENA M BS17-159 chanduramesh11223344@gmail.com 7529 2339 8822 9337061103 

26 SUBHANSHU SOHAN LENKA M BS17-160 subhanshusohan@gmail.com 4287 7129 8168 8763083369 

27 AMARNATH SAHOO M BS17-165 amarsahoo163@gmail.com 4126 3088 9858 7873546562 

28 NATASHA BARIK F BS17-175 natashabarik863@gmail.com 886179096027 9439955474 

29 BIKASH KUMAR PANDA M BS17-179 pandabikash511@gmail.com 4985 7018 8378 7609938612 

30 SUSANT KUMAR DASH M BS17-180 susantkumardash@gmail.com 4748 1977 5083 9583275221 

31 PRANGYA PANDA F BS17-186 Prangya990@gmail.com 809206903102 8342987119 

32 SANDEEP KUMAR SAHOO M BS17-202    

33 BIBHU PRASAD ROUT M BS17-204 Bibhuprasad2018@gmail.com 3638 6812 2910 9090092857 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SESSION-2016-2019 
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+3 2ND  YEAR SCIENCE/ARTS, 3RD  SEMESTER 

MATHEMATICS (HONOURS) 

SL.
NO
. 

NAME OF THE STUDENTS GE
ND
ER 

STUDENT 
I.D. NO. 

Email I.D. Adhar I.D. No. CONTACT 
NO. 

1 RAJESH TARAFDAR M BS16-011 er.rajeshtarafdar@gmail.com 2839 3627 2216 9078529293 

2 SURYA NARAYAN SENAPATI M BS16-028    

3 HITESH KUMAR GHADEI M BS16-68 T.C.  9439036578 

4 SHREYAS PATTANAIK M BS16-117   7381183388 

5 AMIT KUMAR SAHOO M BS16-135 amitkumarsahoo232@gmail.com 5094 2682 6642 7873692649 

6 JNANA RANJAN BISWAL M BS16-144   7735827604 

7 ANKITA CHOUDHURY F BS16-152   9658844095 

8 SAIRAJ BARIK M BS16-155    

9 SURABHI DIGAL F BS16-157   8763956862 

10 SMRUTI RANJAN MISHRA M BS16-158   8908964553 

11 DEBASISH DASH M BS16-162   9853244327 

12 ANURADHA MOHAPATRA F BS16-165   9853037819 

13 SHUVASHRI P.RANA F BS16-168   9778108354 

14 JASHOBANTA MOHANTY M BS16-170   7538913920 

15 SUMIT KUMAR SAHOO M BS16-172   8908569960 

16 JAYASHREE MOHAPATRA F BS16-175   9937690138 

17 AMIYA JYOTI SAHOO  BS16-178   7077276501 

18 SUSHRIABHIPSA PATRA F BS16-179 sushriabhipsapatra@gmail.com  8908585072 

19 ITISHREE PRIYADARSINI BISWAL F BS16-182 rimuni789@gmail.com 4418 3844 0552 9853876225 

20 GANESH CHANDRA PATRA M BS16-183   9777783895 

21 SMARNIKA NAYAK F BS16-184 T.C.  8895061968 

22 DEBASMITA JENA  F BS16-185   9078552502 

23 RAHUL NAYAK M BS16-186   7205139923 

24 DEEPAK KUMAR SAMAL M BS16-187   8280088628 

25 RUPESH KUMAR MISHRA M BS16-192   9938319937 

26 LOKANATH DASH M BS16-199   8908678728 

27 PRIYANKA BHUTIA F BS16-200   9861882899 

28 SOMEN BISWAL M BS16-201   7504664590 

29 BISWADEV BANARJEE M BS16-202   9439637086 

30 SUPRIMAPRIYADARSINI PANDA F BS16-205    

 

31 PRATIKSHYA MOHANTY(ARTS) F BA16-023   7789923309 
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SESSION-2015-2018 

+3 3RD   YEAR SCIENCE/ARTS 

MATHEMATICS (HONOURS) 

SL.
NO
. 

NAME OF THE STUDENTS GE
ND
ER 

STUDENT 
I.D. NO. 

Email I.D. Adhar I.D. No. CONTACT 
NO. 

1 ESHA GAMANGO M BS15-42 @gmail.com  9692261358 

2 BITU DEBNATH M BS15-80   7377296447 

3 DEBASIS JENA M BS15-86   9040413200 

4 SRIKANT DASH M BS15-93   8457836782 

5 TAPAS KUMAR BHUYAN M BS15-113   9776150217 

6 KAHNU CHARAN BISWAL M BS15-117   9668250997 

7 JYOTISMITA BHAGAT F BS15-119 jyotismitabhagat@gmial.com 4489 8942 6027 8093593805 

8 SRIKANT PRUSTY M BS15-120   9853616212 

9 ABHIPSA ALOKITA PATTANAIK F BS15-133   9658203177 

10 MONALISHA BARIK F BS15-135  5721 6646 1278 9438492128 

11 GOPINATH MOHAPATRA M BS15-141   7538906624 

12 NARAYAN PARIDA M BS15-148   9090815154 

13 SUPRIYA PRIYADARSHINI NAYAK F BS15-153   9437101204 

14 DEBASIS BEHERA M BS15-158   9078458245 

15 DISHA DAS F BS15-164   9861313784 

16 PRABHAT KUMAR BISWAL M BS15-168   7377849670 

17 PRAJNASMITA DASH F BS15-170   7539003981 

18 RITESH BARIK M BS15-171   9776068689 

19 HIMANSU SEKHAR SWAIN M BS15-173   9692035107 

20 GYANA RANJAN DASH M BS15-177   7205773974 

21 PRABHU PRASAD LENKA M BS15-179   9937180095 

22 SRABANI PADHI F BS15-180   9439959425 

23 TAPAS KUMAR SAHOO M BS15-181   9938116623 

24 SWORUPA SEKHAR MOHANTA M BS15-182   7894393547 

25 NAZREEN BEGUM F BS15-183   7809877580 

26 SOUBHAGYA RANJAN BARIK M BS15-186   7684923734 

27 SOUMYA RANJAN PANDA M BS15-187   9658034915 

28 BISWAJIT PRASAD SAHA M BS15-188   9778882190 

29 DIPTIMAYEE SAHOO F BS15-189  9552 7829 9015 7539034158 

30 SHAHIMA PARWEEN M BS15-190   9040147850 

31 PUSPA YADAV F BS15-192   9938160360 

32 SOMANATH DAS M BS15-193   9437441912 

33 SMITA RASMI JOJO F BS15-194   9853459959 

34 SAGAR KUMAR RATH M BS15-195   9853270346 

35 JAYSHREE PRADHAN  F BS15-196 Jayashree.p255@gmail.com 4079 9569 9068 9437737397 

36 ANITYA NITYANADA BEHERA M BS15-197   9861119629 

37 ROUMYA RANDOM BEHERA M BS15-198   9853544004 

38 ABHIJIT SWAIN M BS15-200   9583647724 

39 AMIT KHILAR (ARTS) F BA15-348   9938550521 

 

 

 

 

 

Core-1(Calculus I) 

Course Objectives and Course Outcomes : -Upon successful completion of Calculus , a student will be  

able to: 
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 Compute limits and derivatives of algebraic, trigonometric, and piece-wise defined functions, 

 Compute definite and indefinite integrals of algebraic and trigonometric functions using formulas 

and substitution, 

 Use the derivative of a function to determine the properties of the graph of the function and use the 

graph of a function to estimate its derivative, 

 Solve problems in a range of mathematical applications using the derivative or the integral, 

 Apply the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, 

 Determine the continuity and differentiability of a function at a point and on a set, and 

 Use appropriate modern technology to explore calculus concepts.  

 Define, graph, compute limits of, differentiate, and integrate transcendental functions, 

 Examine various techniques of integration and apply them to definite and improper integrals, 

 Approximate definite integrals using numerical integration techniques and solve related problems, 

 Model physical phenomena using differential equations, 

 Define, graph, compute limits of, differentiate, integrate and solve related problems involving 

functions represented parametrically or in polar coordinates, 

 Distinguish between the concepts of sequence and series, and determine limits of sequences and 

convergence and approximate sums of series, and 

 Define, differentiate, and integrate functions represented using power series expansions, including 

Taylor series, and solve related problems.  

 Represent vectors analytically and geometrically, and compute dot and cross products for 

presentations of lines and planes, 

 Analyze vector functions to find derivatives, tangent lines, integrals, arc length, and curvature, 

 Compute limits and derivatives of functions of 2 and 3 variables, 

 Apply derivative concepts to find tangent lines to level curves and to solve optimization problems, 

 Evaluate double and triple integrals for area and volume, 

 Differentiate vector fields, 

 Determine gradient vector fields and find potential functions, 

 Evaluate line integrals directly and by the fundamental theorem, and 

 Use technological tools such as computer algebra systems or graphing calculators for visualization 

and calculation of multivariable calculus concepts. 

Core-2(Algebra I) 

Course Objectives and Course Outcomes : -Upon successful completion of Algebra I, students will be able 

to: 

 Solve systems of linear equations, 

 Analyze vectors in R^n geometrically and algebraically, 

 Recognize the concepts of the terms span, linear independence, basis, and dimension, and apply 

these concepts to various vector spaces and subspaces, 

 Use matrix algebra and the related matrices to linear transformations, 

 Compute and use determinants, 

 Compute and use eigenvectors and eigenvalues, 

 Determine and use orthogonality, and 

 Use technological tools such as computer algebra systems or graphing calculators for visualization 

and calculation of linear algebra concepts. 

 
Perform algebra with complex numbers 

 Compute sums, products, quotients, conjugate, modulus, and argument of complex numbers. 
 Write complex numbers in polar form. 

 Compute exponentials and integral powers of complex numbers.  

 Find all integral roots and all logarithms of nonzero complex numbers. 

  
 

 

 

 

Core-3(Analysis-I) 

Course Objectives and Course Outcomes : - Upon successful completion of  Real Analysis -I,    
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 students will be able to: 

 Describe the real line as a complete, ordered field, 

 Determine the basic topological properties of subsets of the real numbers, 

 Use the definitions of convergence as they apply to sequences, series, and functions, 

 Determine the continuity, differentiability, and integrability of functions defined on subsets of the 

real line, 

 Apply the Mean Value Theorem and the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to problems in the 

context of real analysis, and 

 Produce rigorous proofs of results that arise in the context of real analysis. 

 Write solutions to problems and proofs of theorems that meet rigorous standards based on content, 

organization and coherence, argument and support, and style and mechanics. 

 

 

 

 

Core-4(Differential Equations) 

Course Objectives and Course Outcomes : -Upon successful completion of Theory of Ordinary Differential 

Equations, a student will be able to: 

 Solve differential equations of first order using graphical, numerical, and analytical methods, 

 Solve and apply linear differential equations of second order (and higher), 

 Solve linear differential equations using the Laplace transform technique, 

 Find power series solutions of differential equations, and 

 Develop the ability to apply differential equations to significant applied and/or theoretical problems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CORE-5 (ANALYSIS-II) 
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Course Objectives Course Outcomes 

Have the knowledge of real functions-limits of 

functions and their properties. 

Define and recognize the real functions and its 

limits . 

Interpret how to Know the real functions using 

the internet . 

Studying the notion of continuous functions and 

their properties. 

Define and recognize the continuity of real 

functions . 

Interpret how to Know the continuity using the 

internet . 

Studying the differentiability of real functions 

and related theorems . 

Define and recognize the differentiability of real 

functions and its related theorems . 

Interpret how to Know the differentiability and 
related theorems using the internet . 

Studying about maxima & minima of  functions 

with related theorems and series expansions of 

functions. 

Define and recognize the maxima & minima of  

functions and its related theorems . 

Illustrate how to find the series expansions of 
functions using Taylor’s series . 

Interpret how to Know the series expansions 

using the internet . 

 

 

 

CORE-6(Abstract Algebra II ) 

Course Objectives and Course Outcomes : - 

The main objective of this course is to provide students with a solid understanding of the most important 

algebraic systems: groups and commutative rings. They should understand about permutation groups,cyclic 

groups,centraliser,normaliser and center of a group,Lagranges theorem.Use Cauchy’s theorem in finite abelian 

groups.Also they should know about properties of homomorphism and isomorphism. 

Time permitting they should have some idea about nilpotent groups and Cayleys theory. A student who 

successfully completes this course will: 

1. be able to manipulate these systems and prove basic facts about them  

2. have the skill to use the basic theorems about these systems to solve theoretical exercises and to construct examples 

and counter-examples  

3. understand the basic proof techniques of these subjects and be able to apply them  

4. have an appreciation of some of the open questions in these subjects and the role of such   questions in the 

development of the theory  

5. have an appreciation of the beauty of these structures and their historical significance. 
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CORE-7(Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations ) 

Course Objectives and Course Outcomes : - 

Upon successful completion of Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations, the student will be able to :  

1.  Identify an ordinary differential equation and its order 

2.  Verify whether a given function is a solution of a given ordinary differential equation (as well as verifying 

initial conditions when applicable)  

3.  Classify ordinary differential equations into linear and nonlinear equations  
4.  Solve first order linear differential equations  

5.  Find solutions of separable differential equations 

6.  Model radioactive decay, compound interest, and mixing problems using first order quations  
7.  Model population dynamics using first order autonomous equations 

8.  Apply first order equations to problems in elementary dynamics 

9.  Find solutions of exact equations 
10.  Find the general solution of second order linear homogeneous equations with constant coefficients  

11.  Understand the notion of linear independence and the notion of a fundamental set of solutions  

12.  Use the method of reduction of order to find a second linearly independent solution of a second order, linear 

homogeneous equation when one solution is given  
13. Use the method of undetermined coefficients to solve second order, linear homogeneous equations with 

constant coefficients 

14.  Use the method of variation of parameters to find particular solutions of second order, linear homogeneous 
equations  

15.  Use second order linear equations with constant coefficients to model mechanical vibrations  

16.  Compute the Laplace transform of a function  

17.  Use shift theorems to compute the Laplace transform and inverse Laplace transform 
18.  Use the Laplace transform to compute solutions of second order, linear equations with constant coefficients  

19.  Use the Laplace transform to compute solutions of equations involving impulse functions 20. Perform 

standard operations on vectors in R2 and 2 × 2 matrices  
21.  Recognize linearly independent vectors in R2  

22.  Find eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 2 × 2 matrices  

23. Use the eigenvalue-eigenvector method to find the general solution of first order linear 2 × 2 homogeneous 
systems with constant coefficients 

24. Use the method of separation of variables to reduce some partial differential equations to ordinary differential 

equations  

25.  Find the Fourier series of periodic functions 
26.  Find the Fourier sine and cosine series for functions defined on an interval  

27. Apply the Fourier convergence theorem  

28.  Find solutions of the heat equation, wave equation, and the Laplace equation subject to boundary conditions 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CORE-8(Numerical Methods) 
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Course Objectives and Course Outcomes :- 

Many applications in engineering , physics, geology and other specifications containing a complicated 

problems that need one of numerical methods to be solved , and this course teaching the student the classification of 

many of these problem and the numerical methods suitable for solving it by finding an approximated solution with 

desired accuracy, also the student will learn how to apply each method in this course and how to design a suitable 

algorithms and write a MATLAB program for each of which, and applying this programs in the computer laboratory 

to solve many selected problems.  

1. Demonstrate understanding of common numerical methods and how they are used to obtain approximate solutions to 

otherwise intractable mathematical problems. 

2. Apply numerical methods to obtain approximate solutions to mathematical problems.  

3. Derive numerical methods for various mathematical operations and tasks, such as interpolation, differentiation, 

integration, the solution of linear and nonlinear equations, and the solution of differential equations.  

4. Analyse and evaluate the accuracy of common numerical methods. 

5.  Implement numerical methods in Matlab. 

6.  Write efficient, well-documented Matlab code and present numerical results in an informative way. 

 

 

 

 

CORE-9(Riemann Integration and Series of Functions) 

Course Objectives and Course Outcomes :-Upon successful completion of Real Analysis II, a student will be 

able to: 

 Determine the Riemann integrability and its properties of a bounded function and prove a selection 

of theorems concerning integration, 

 Convergence of beta & gamma Functions. 

 Recognize the difference between pointwise and uniform convergence of a sequence of functions, 

 Illustrate the effect of uniform convergence on the limit function with respect to continuity, 

differentiability, and integrability, and 

 Illustrate the convergence properties of power series. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CORE-10(Ring Theory &Linear Algebra-III) 

Course Objectives and Course Outcomes :-Upon successful completion of Ring Theory &Linear Algebra III, a 

student will be able to: 
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 Analyze finite and infinite dimensional vector spaces and subspaces over a field and their 

properties, including the basis structure of vector spaces, 

 Use the definition and properties of linear transformations and matrices of linear transformations 

and change of basis, including kernel, range and isomorphism, 

 Compute with the characteristic polynomial, eigenvectors, eigenvalues and eigenspaces, as well as 

the geometric and the algebraic multiplicities of an eigenvalue and apply the basic diagonalization 

result, 

 Compute inner products and determine orthogonality on vector spaces, including Gram-Schmidt 

orthogonalization, and 

 Identify self-adjoint transformations and apply the spectral theorem and orthogonal decomposition 

of inner product spaces, the Jordan canonical form to solving systems of ordinary differential 

equations. 

 Study properties of ring and field. 

 

CORE-11(MULTIVARIATE CALCULUS) 

Course Objectives and Course Outcomes :- 

To present the fundamental concepts of multivariable calculus and to develop student understanding and 
skills in the topic necessary for its applications to science and engineering.  

Course outcomes:- Upon completion of this course, students should be able to 

 1. Manipulate vectors to perform geometrical calculations in three dimensions. 

 2. Calculate and interpret derivatives in up to three dimensions.  

3. Integrate functions of several variables over curves and surfaces.  

4. Use Green’s theorem and the Divergence theorem to compute integrals. 

 5. Communicate Calculus and other mathematical ideas effectively in speech and in writing. 

CORE-12(Probability and Statistics) 

Course Objectives and Course Outcomes :-Upon successful completion of Elements of Probability and Statistics, 

a student will be able to: 

 Organize, present and interpret statistical data, both numerically and graphically, 

 Use various methods to compute the probabilities of events, 

 Analyze and interpret statistical data using appropriate probability distributions, e.g. binomial and 

normal, 

 Apply central limit theorem to describe inferences, 

 Construct and interpret confidence intervals to estimate means, standard deviations and proportions 

for populations, 

 Perform parameter testing techniques, including single and multi-sample tests for means, standard 

deviations and proportions, and 

 Perform a regression analysis, and compute and interpret the coefficient of correlation. 

  

 

CORE-13(METRIC SPACES & COMPLEX ANALYSIS) 

Course Objectives and Course Outcomes :- Upon successful completion of METRIC SPACES, a student 

will be able to: 
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give students an understanding of metric spaces and concepts and more general notions of topology. 

Having successfully completed this module you will be able to: 

 Recall the defining properties of a metric space, and determine whether a given function defines a metric 

 State and prove the Contraction Mapping Theorem 

 Recall the definition of a topological space, and be able to verify the axioms in examples 

 Apply the Contraction Mapping Theorem to problems in differential equations and numerical analysis 

 Determine whether or not a given subset of a metric space is open or closed; determine the interior, closure, 

and boundary of a given set 

 Prove straightforward results concerning open and closed sets 

 Understand the construction and basic properties of the Cantor set 

 State and prove the Heine-Borel theorem and use it to determine compactness of subsets of R^n 

 Understand the concepts of subspace and product topologies 

 Recall the definition of homeomorphism 

 Recall the definitions of connectedness and compactness 

 State Tychonov’s theorem and be able to use it in examples 

 Be able to determine if a given space is Hausdorff, connected, path-connected, compact 

 Upon successful completion of Complex Analysis, a student will be able to: 

 Represent complex numbers algebraically and geometrically, 

 Define and analyze limits and continuity for complex functions as well as consequences of 

continuity, 

 Apply the concept and consequences of analyticity and the Cauchy-Riemann equations and of 

results on harmonic and entire functions including the fundamental theorem of algebra, 

 Analyze sequences and series of analytic functions and types of convergence, 

 Evaluate complex contour integrals directly and by the fundamental theorem, apply the Cauchy 

integral theorem in its various versions, and the Cauchy integral formula, and 

 Represent functions as Taylor, power and Laurent series, classify singularities and poles, find 

residues and evaluate complex integrals using the residue theorem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CORE-14(Linear Programming) 

Course Objectives and Course Outcomes :- Upon successful completion of Linear Programming , a 

student will be able to: 
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 Formulate and model a linear programming problem from a word problem and solve them 
graphically in 2 and 3 dimensions, while employing some convex analysis, 

 Place a Primal linear programming problem into standard form and use the Simplex 
Method or Revised Simplex Method to solve it, 

 Find the dual, and identify and interpret the solution of the Dual Problem from the final 
tableau of the Primal problem, 

 Be able to modify a Primal Problem, and use the Fundamental Insight of Linear 
Programming to identify the new solution, or use the Dual Simplex Method to restore 
feasibility, 

 Interpret the dual variables and perform sensitivity analysis in the context of economics 
problems as shadow prices, imputed values, marginal values, or replacement values, 

 Explain the concept of complementary slackness and its role in solving primal/dual 
problem pairs, 

 Classify and formulate integer programming problems and solve them with cutting plane 
methods, or branch and bound methods, and 

 Formulate and solve a number of classical linear programming problems and such as the 
minimum spanning tree problem, the assignment problem, (deterministic) dynamic 
programming problem, the knapsack problem, the XOR problem, the transportation 
problem, the maximal flow problem, or the shortest-path problem, while taking advantage 
of the special structures of certain problems. 

 

 


